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We construct examples of linearly rigid tuples which lead to regular Galois
Ž . Ž 2 .realizations over Q for linear and unitary groups GL q and U q ,2 mq1 2 mq1
Ž . Ž .where q is odd and m ) f q y 1 resp. m ) f q q 1 . The notion of linear
Žrigidity was introduced by Strambach and Volklein J. Reine Angew. Math., toÈ
. Žappear as an analogue of Katz' physically rigid systems see N. M. Katz, ``Rigid
Local Systems,'' Annals of Mathematics Studies, Vol. 139, Princeton Univ. Press,
.Princeton, NJ, 1996 . Q 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
There is a parallelism between the Galois theory of covers of the
Riemann sphere P1 and the theory of ordinary differential equations on
P1 with only regular singular points:
1  4For any unramified cover of P _ P, P [ p , . . . , p , the action of the1 r
Ž 1 . ² :fundamental group p P _ P s g , . . . , g : g ??? g s 1 on the fiber1 1 r 1 r
Ž .over the base point gives rise to a tuple g , . . . , g in the monodromy1 r
w xgroup with g ??? g s 1; see, e.g., 9 .1 r
To any ordinary differential equation of degree n on P1 with singular
points at p , . . . , p one has associated the rank n local system of its local1 r
Ž 1 .holomorphic solutions. The action of p P _ P on the fiber gives rise to a1
Ž X X . Ž . X Xtuple of elements g , . . . , g of GL C such that g ??? g s 1; see Katz1 r n 1 r
w x4 .
1 The first author gratefully acknowledges financial support by the Deutscher Akademi-
scher Austauschdienst.
2 The second author gratefully acknowledges financial support by the Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft.
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In both theories the concept of rigidity plays an important role:
Ž .Let K be a field and g , . . . , g g GL K be a collection of elements1 r n
Ž .such that the product g ??? g is a scalar. The tuple g , . . . , g is called1 r 1 r
Ž . Ž .linearly rigid if for any other tuple h , . . . , h in GL K , such that h is1 r n i
Ž .conjugate to g and h ??? h s g ??? g , we have an element x g GL Ki 1 r 1 r n
with g s h x for i s 1, . . . , r.i i
In Galois theory the best known examples of linearly rigid tuples are the
Ž . Ž w x. Ž .Belyi triples in GL F see 6, 10 , and the n q 1 tuples in GL F ,n q n q
w x w xcalled Thompson tuples, found by Thompson and Volklein; see 10 . In 10È
Volklein actually proves the existence and rigidity of such tuples for anÈ
arbitrary field K.
In the theory of ordinary differential equations the best studied exam-
Ž .ples of linearly rigid tuples are the Levelt triples in GL C arising fromn
Ž w x.the generalized hypergeometric functions see 2 and the n q 1 tuples in
Ž . w xGL C coming from the Pochhammer equations; see 3 .n
Ž .Let us remark that the Belyi triples resp. Thompson tuples in GL Fn q
are modular variants of the Levelt triples resp. Pochhammer tuples. This
can be derived from the normal forms of the Levelt triples resp. Pochham-
w x w xmer tuples given in 2 resp. 3 .
If K is the field of complex numbers then the linearly rigid tuples are
w xknown by Katz' existence algorithm; see 4, Chaps. 5, 6 . With this
algorithm one can construct the Jordan canonical forms of all irreducible
Ž .linearly rigid tuples in GL C . Moreover, this algorithm can be used ton
decide if a tuple of given Jordan canonical forms belongs to an irreducible
linearly rigid tuple.
In Section 2 we use this algorithm to find a new class of linearly rigid
Ž .tuples in GL C . In Section 3 we show that similar linearly rigid tuplesn
exist over any field K. The construction of these tuples uses Belyi triples
w xand Thompson tuples. If K is finite, we use results of Wagner 12, 13 to
classify the generated subgroups in the irreducible case.
In Section 4 we derive the above-mentioned Galois realizations from the
Ž w x w x.rigidity criterion see 5, Thm. I.4.8 or 9, Thm. 3.17 . We even get GAL
Žrealizations over Q for the corresponding projective groups G see Thms.
.4.1 and 4.2 . Thus each embedding problem over Q with kernel G is
Ž w x w x.solvable see 5, Thm. IV.3.2 or 9, Cor. 8.16 . These results are similar to
w xthose of H. Volklein in 8, 11 , where the author finds Galois realizationsÈ
for linear and unitary groups of even dimension.
We thank Professor H. Volklein for communicating the proof of Theo-È
rem 4.1 to us and for many discussions, especially on the construction of
the tuples. Also we want to thank the entire Mathematics Department
of the University of Florida for their hospitality, especially Professor
J. Thompson.
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2. AN APPLICATION OF THE EXISTENCE ALGORITHM
OF KATZ
We are going to demonstrate how one can use the existence algorithm
of Katz to find the tuples of Section 3. The last element of the following
w xtuples always corresponds to the element at infinity in 4, Chap. 6 .
Ž .Let ) always be a matrix of maximal rank and x [ x , . . . , x be a1 mq1
Ž .tuple in GL C , such that x / 1 for i s 1, . . . , m and x ??? x s 1.1 i 1 mq1
w xApplication of the middle convolution MC to x , like in 4, Chap. 6 , witht
 4t g C* _ 1 , such that tx / 1, yields an irreducible linearly rigid tuplemq 1
Ž . Ž .h s h , . . . , h with h ??? h s 1 in GL C which is of the form1 mq1 1 mq1 m
tx )ih ; , i s 1, . . . , m ,i ž /0 idmy 1
ty1x )mq 1h ; .mq 1 y1ž /0 t idmy 1
w xThese tuples are the Pochhammer tuples; see 3 .
Ž X X . ŽNow consider the tuple h9 [ h , . . . , h [ h , . . . ,1 m q 3 1
y1 .t h , t id , id , with h as above. An application of MC gives anmq 1 m m i t
Ž . Ž .irreducible linearly rigid tuple g [ g , . . . , g in GL C such that1 mq3 2 mq1
g ??? g s 1:1 mq3
t 2x )ig ; , i s 1, . . . , m ,i ž /0 id2 m
tx ) id )mq 1 mg ; , g ; ,mq 1 mq2ž / ž /0 id 0 id2 m mq1
A
.y1 .t id )m .g ; ; ,mq 3 y1 Až /0 t idmq 1  0y1t id1
ty1 )A ; .y1ž /0 t
The m q 3-tuple g corresponds exactly to a tuple of type A of Section 3
Ž 2 2 .with data t x , . . . , t x , tx , t . The existence algorithm of Katz1 ry3 ry2
asserts now the existence and linear rigidity of the tuple g.
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3. TWO CLASSES OF LINEARLY RIGID TUPLES
 4Let K be a field. We set K* [ K _ 0 . We say that a non-scalar
Ž .element g g GL K is a perspecti¤ity if it has an eigenspace of dimensionn
Ž .n y 1 perspectivities are also known as pseudo-reflections . We call a
Ž .perspectivity a normed perspecti¤ity if the n y 1 -dimensional eigenspace
belongs to the eigenvalue 1. We call a normed perspectivity g a reflection
Ž . Ž . Ž .resp. a trans¤ection if det g s y1 resp. g is unipotent . We denote by
Ž . Ž .U r , r , . . . the set of unipotent elements in GL K with r Jordann 1 2 n i
blocks of length i.
Ž . Ž .DEFINITION 3.1. Let g [ g , . . . , g be a tuple in GL K , such that1 r n
the first r y 2 elements are normed perspectivities and the product
g ??? g s t is a scalar.1 r
Ž .We call g to be of type A resp. B if n s 2m q 1 and the following
Ž .condition A resp. B holds:
Ž . Ž .A r s m q 3, g , g g U 1, m , orry1 r n
Ž . Ž .B r s m q 2, g , g g U 0, m y 1, 1ry1 r n
Ž . Ž .We set s s det g and define the data of the tuple to be D g si i
Ž .s , . . . , s , t .1 ry2
Ž . Ž . Ž .We call a tuple g , . . . , g of elements of GL K absolutely irre-1 r n
² : Ž .ducible if the generated subgroup g , . . . , g is an absolutely irreducible1 r
Ž .subgroup of GL K .n
Ž . ŽTHEOREM 3.1 Existence and Uniqueness . Let r s m q 3 resp. r s
.m q 2 , n s 2m q 1, and s , . . . , s , t g K*. There exists an irreducible1 ry2
Ž . Ž . Ž .tuple in GL K of type A resp. B with data s , . . . , s , t if and only ifn 1 ry2
t / 1, s / t 2, and the determinant condition s ??? s s t n holds. Suchi 1 ry2
a tuple is absolutely irreducible and linearly rigid, and the generated subgroup
Ž . nof GL K acts primiti¤ely on K .n
Proof. Let t s 1. We can then choose the non-unipotent perspectivi-
ties in the tuple such that they have an identical eigenspace. Further, one
Ž .can choose the transvections such that they have identical n y 2 -
w xdimensional eigenspace. It follows then from 10, Section 5 that one can
² :choose the elements g , g such that g , . . . , g leaves a one- orry1 r 1 r
two-dimensional subspace invariant. It follows from the dimension count
Ž . Ž .that any tuple h with data D h s D g is also reducible. Thus we can
assume t / 1.
Case A. We first prove the existence. One has to distinguish between
wthe cases t / y1 and t s y1. We start with the first case. From 10, Thm.
x Ž . Ž .3.2 , we know that there exists a tuple h , . . . , h in GL K of1 mq2 mq1
Ž .normed perspectivities h , i s 1, . . . , m q 2, with det h s s for i si i i
2 Ž .1, . . . , m q 1 with product h ??? h s t id . Then det h s1 mq2 mq1 mq2
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Ž .y1 2Žmq1. Ž .s ??? s t s t by hypothesis. We view GL K as sub-1 mq1 mq1
Ž .group of GL K acting trivially on the last m coordinates. Letn
Ž .g , . . . , g denote the images of h , . . . , h in GL K . Then the1 mq1 1 mq1 n
product g ??? g is similar to the diagonal matrix1 mq1
diag t 2 , 1, t 2 , 1, . . . , t 2 , 1, t .Ž .
Ž 2 .We have diag t , 1 s X ? Y, with nontrivial unipotent elements X, Y g
Ž . w x w xGL K by 10, Section 5 , or 6, Satz 3.1 . Putting these 2 = 2 blocks2
Ž . Ž 2together we obtain elements g , g g U 1, m with diag t , 1,mq 2 mq3 n
2 2 . y1 y1t , 1, . . . , t , 1, t s t g g , which proves the existence in the casemq 3 mq2
t / y1.
w x w xLet t s y1. Again by 10 or 6 we have nontrivial unipotent matrices
Ž .X, Y g U 0, 1 such that2
1 1y1 XY s .Ž . ž /0 1
Putting these 2 = 2 blocks together we obtain elements g , g gmq 2 mq3
Ž .U 1, m withn
¡ ƒ
1 1
0 1
. . .
y1 g g ; \ C9.Ž . mq 2 mq3
1 1
0 1
y1¢ §
If g is a transvection, then the existence of the tuple follows from1
Ž .the existence of a tuple of type A in GL K with data2 my1
Ž .D s , . . . , s , y1 so we can inductively assume that the elements2 mq1
g , . . . , g are non-unipotent. We set1 mq1
¡ ƒ1
. . .
1
sg [ 11
1
. . .¢ §1
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and
¡ ƒ1
. t. e Dmy Ž iy2. iy1.
1
s eg [ i iy1i
1
. . .¢ §1
Ž .for i s 2, . . . , m q 1, where e denotes the row vector 0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0i
Ž .with the ith component equal to 1 and D denotes the antidiagonali
Ž Ž .y1 .matrix antidiag 0, . . . , 0, 1 y s , 0, . . . , 0 , where the ith entry on thei
Ž . Ž .y1antidiagonal counted from below is equal to 1 y s . It is now readilyi
checked that the product g ??? g is conjugate to the above matrix C9.1 mq1
This settles the existence in the case t s y1.
We now come to the irreducibility. Let V [ K n. Suppose G [
² :g , . . . , g is not irreducible. We further assume K to be algebraically1 r
closed. Let 0 s U - U - ??? - U s V be a composition series for the0 1 k
KG-module V. Let V [ UrU for j s 1, . . . , k. We denote by g Ž j. thej j jy1 i
transformation of V induced by g . We show k s 1.j i
ry1 Ž Ž j. . Ž j. Ž j.Clearly, W [ Ý Im g y 1 is invariant under g , . . . , g . Sincej is1 i 1 r
g Ž j., . . . , g Ž j. act trivially on V rW it follows that g Ž j. has an eigenvalue1 ry1 j j r
t / 1, a contradiction. Thus W s V . Because of the Jordan canonicalj j
Ž j. Ž . Ž j.form of g there are at least dim V r2 perspectivities g .ry1 j i
w xLet q for q g Q denote the largest integer which is less than or equal
to q. We have then
k k ry1
Ž j.n s dim W F dim Im g y 1Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý Ýj i
js1 js1 is1
k
Ž j.s r y 2 q dim Im g y 1Ž .ŽÝ ry1
js1
k
) F n q 1 r2 q dim V r2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý j
js1
w xF n q 1 r2 q nr2 s n.Ž .
Ž .Therefore, all the above inequalities are equalities. It follows from ) that
there is exactly one V of odd dimension. Let V be even dimension. Thenj j
Ž Ž Ž j. .. Ž .it also follows that dim Im g y 1 s dim V r2; hence we have exactlyry1 j
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Ž . Ž j. Ž w x.dim V r2 normed perspectivities g . The lemma of Scott see 7 to-j i
gether with the irreducibility yields then
r r2 r 2 q 2 G dim C g Ž j. , 1Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý ž /j j G LŽV . ij
Ž j.i: g /1i
Ž . w x Ž Ž Ž j. ..where r s dim V . From 1, Chap. 13 , we know that dim C gj j G LŽV . ry1j
s r 2r2. This givesi
2Ž j. 2dim C g s r r2 r y 1 q 1 q 2 r r2Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý ž /G LŽV . i i i ij
Ž j.i : g /1i
s r r2 r 2 q 2 . 2Ž . Ž .Ž .i i
Ž . Ž .Putting 2 and 3 together we get r s 2. Thus the only normed perspec-i
tivity g Ž j. would have determinant t 2. By hypothesis we have s / t 2 andi i
get the irreducibility. On the other hand if we have s s t 2 one easily seesi
that the tuple is reducible.
To prove the primitivity, let V [ ??? [ V be a decomposition of V such1 l
that G permutes the V , j s 1, . . . , l. Since G acts irreducibly we havej
Ž . Ž . Ž .dim V s dim V . Let dim V ) 1. For any perspectivity g one hasj 1 1 i
obviously g V l V / 0; hence g V s V . Thus g acts transitively on thei j j i j j ry1
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .V . We have n q 1 r2 s dim ker g y 1 F dim V , because other-j ry1 1
Ž . Ž .wise ker g y 1 l V [ ??? [ V / 0 contradicts the direct sumry1 1 ly1
Ž .decomposition. Thus we get n q 1 r2 F nrl; hence l s 1.
Ž .Now assume dim V s 1. Then the generated group is monomial. Now1
we look at the cycle decomposition of g on the set V , . . . , V . Sincery1 1 n
every cycle of length k corresponds to a Jordan block of length k, we have
2 Ž . Ž .k F 2. Thus g is a diagonal element; hence o g s 2 and char Kry1 ry1
s 2. Similarly one gets g V s V for all the perspectivities, since there isi j j
no reflection in characteristic 2. The irreducibility implies the contradic-
tion 2n q 1 s 2.
Ž .To prove that a tuple g , . . . , g of type A is linearly rigid we use1 r
w xTheorem 2.3 in 7 , which states that an irreducible tuple is linearly rigid if
the following formula holds:
r
2r y 2 n q 2 s dim C g .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý i
is1
Ž .Here C g denotes the commuting algebra of g in the matrix algebrai i
Ž .Mat n, K . The dimension of the commuting algebra of a perspectivity in
Ž . Ž 2 . w xMat n, K is equal to n y 2n q 2 . From 1, Chap 13 , we know that the
Ž .dimension of the commuting algebra of an element in U 1, m is equal ton
2m2 q 2m q 1. Now the claim follows.
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Case B. This case is analogous to the case A. We only show the
existence of the tuples with product t s y1. As in the case of tuples of
Ž .type A one has nontrivial unipotent elements X, Y g GL K such that2
1 1y1 XY s .Ž . ž /0 1
w x w xFurthermore by 10, Section 5 , or 6, Satz 3.1 we know that there are
Ž . Ž . Ž .elements X 9, Y 9 g U 0, 0, 1 , such that y1 X 9Y 9 s diag 1, 1, y1 . Again3
putting those blocks adequately together one gets elements g , g gmq 1 mq2
Ž .U 0, m y 1, 1 withn
¡ ƒ
1 1
0 1
. . .
1 1y1 g g ; \ C9.Ž . mq 1 mq2 0 1
1
1
y1¢ §
Let g , . . . , g be as in the proof of the existence for tuples of type A,1 m
where t s y1. One checks that the products g ??? g is conjugate to the1 m
matrix C9, which settles the existence in this case.
We now investigate the generated subgroups of tuples of types A and B.
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 3.1. Let g [ g , . . . , g be an irreducible tuple in GL K1 r n
Ž . Ž . ² :of type A or B, with data D g s s , . . . , s , t and G [ g , . . . , g .1 ry2 1 r
Ž .a G lea¤es a nondegenerate bilinear form in¤ariant if and only if
s s ??? s s s t s y1.1 ry2
Ž .b Let e be an in¤olutory automorphism of K. Then G lea¤es a
Ž .nondegenerate e-sesquilinear form in¤ariant if and only if N s s ??? s1
Ž . Ž .N s s N t s 1, where N denotes the norm with respect to e .ry2
] Ž .Proof. We denote by the automorphism of GL K which is inducedn
Ž .by e . If one takes e s 1 one gets the case a . We denote the transpose of
a matrix x by x t. G leaves a nondegenerate sesquilinear form invariant if
y1 t y1 tŽ . ŽŽ . Ž . .and only if g , . . . , g is conjugate to g , . . . , g , which is equiva-1 r 1 r
lent to the conditions on the eigenvalues by linear rigidity.
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Ž .We now determine the generated groups of tuples of type A resp. B in
the finite case:
Ž .COROLLARY 3.1. Let n ) 7 be odd, let F s F s , . . . , s , t , and letq p 1 ry2
Ž .g be an irreducible tuple of type A or B in GL F . Then one of the followingn q
² :holds for the group G [ g , . . . , g :1 r
Ž . Ž . ² :a If t s s s ??? s s s 1 then G s V p = y 1 , where we1 ry2 n
Ž . Ž .denote by V p the commutator subgroup of O p .n n
Ž . 2 Ž . Ž . Ž 2 . Ž 2 .b If q s q and N s s N t s 1 then SU q F G F U q .0 i n 0 n 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .c If neither a nor b holds then SL q F G F GL q .n n
Ž .Proof. a Since the graph automorphism leaves the classes of gi
Ž .invariant we know that G F O p . It follows from the results of Wagnern
w x Ž .12, 13 that G is a symmetric group S , S or sits between V p =nq1 nq2 n
² : Ž .y 1 and O q . The symmetric groups S and S cannot occurn nq1 nq2
since they do not contain an unipotent element of the form g .ry1
To rule out the case G s O we show that the spinor norm of then
reflections is equal to 1. We first prove that the normed perspectivities are
Ž y1 .all conjugate in O . Consider the tuple g 9 [ g g g , g , g , . . . , g . Wen 1 2 1 1 3 r
x Ž .have g 9 s g for some x g GL p by linear rigidity. Since G sn
² y1 : Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .g g g , g , g , . . . , g we have x g N G s Z GL p O p . It1 2 1 1 3 r G L Ž p. n nn
follows that g , . . . , g are conjugate in G. Since r y 2 is odd by the1 ry2
determinant condition, we see
ry21 s spin yg ??? yg ? g ? g s spin yg s spin yg ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 ry2 ry1 r 1 1
Ž .where spin denotes the nontrivial character spin: SO p “ Z and then 2
claim follows.
w x Ž . Ž . Ž .It also follows from 12, 13 that if G is not as in a it is as in b or c .
The action of the Frobenius morphism of the unitary group together with
2Ž . Ž .Proposition 3.1 shows that G F U q if and only if b holds.n 0
4. RESULTING GALOIS REALIZATIONS
We start with a theorem concerning GAL realizations. For the defini-
w xtion of a GAL realization see 9, Def. 8.14 .
Ž .Let C , . . . , C be a tuple of conjugacy classes in a finite group G. This1 r
Ž .tuple is called weakly rigid if there exists a tuple g , . . . , g , g g C with1 r i i
g ??? g s 1 whose elements generate the group G, such that any other1 r
Ž .tuple h , . . . , h , h g C with h ??? h s 1 whose elements generate G1 r i i 1 r
Ž . Ž . Ž .is conjugate to g , . . . , g by an element of Aut G . The tuple C , . . . , C1 r 1 r
is called quasi-rigid if it is weakly rigid and every automorphism of G fixing
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Ž . m meach C is inner. The tuple C , . . . , C is called l-rational if C , . . . , C isi 1 r 1 r
a permutation of C , . . . , C for each integer m with the following prop-1 r
erty: There exists an element a in the absolute Galois group of l with
y1Ž . ma z s z , where z denotes the nth root of unity and n is the ordern n n
of G.
Ž .THEOREM 4.1. Let l be a subfield of C. Let G be a finite group and Z G
Ž .its center. Assume that G [ GrZ G has a tri¤ial center and the canonical
Ž . Ž .map Aut G “ Aut G is an isomorphism. Let C , . . . , C be conjugacy1 r
Ž .classes of G that are permuted by Aut G . If these classes form a quasi-rigid
and l-rational tuple then G has a GAL]realization o¤er l.
w xProof. We use the setup of 9, Prop. 9.1 . In particular, we choose
 4p , . . . , p g C algebraically independent over l, let P s p , . . . , p and1 r 1 r
 . w xC s C , . . . , C , and consider the ramification type T s G, P, C .1 r
Further, k is the minimal subfield of C containing l such that T ist
k -rational.T
Ž .By quasi-rigidity, there is a unique Galois extension LrC x of ramifica-
Ž . w xtoin type T. Let L9 be the fixed field of Z G in L. By 9, Prop. 3.26 , L9 is
Ž .defined over k ; i.e., there is a Galois extension Mrk x with groupT T
Žisomorphic to G and with M ; L and MC s L9. Then M is also regular
. w x TŽ .over k . By the reasoning in 9, Prop. 9.2 , we have M Galois over k x ,T
T w x Ž TŽ ..where k is as in 9, Prop. 9.1 , and G Mrk x is isomorphic to
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..Aut G ( Aut G , under an isomorphism that identifies G Mrk xT
w Ž .xwith G. Further, by 9, Prop. 9.1 ii the field k is purely transcendentalT
over l, and it has a transcendence basis whose l-linear span is invariant
T TŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .under G k rk ( Out G . Thus the fields k x ; k x ; M yield aT T
GAL realization for G over l.
Ž . w xRemark. The case where Z G s 1 can be found in 5, Prop. IV.4.7 or
w x9, Prop. 9.2 .
Let f denote Euler's f-function.
l ŽTHEOREM 4.2. Let q s p with p odd, q / 3, n s 2m q 1, and f q y
. Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž Ž 2 ..1 - m resp. f q q 1 - m . Then the groups GL q resp. U q occurn n
Ž .regularly as Galois groups o¤er Q t . Moreo¤er one obtains GAL realizations
Ž . Ž Ž 2 ..o¤er Q for the corresponding groups PGL q resp. PU q .n n
U  4Proof. Let a be a generator of F . Let s , . . . , s be the set ofq 1 f Žqy1.
Ž . Ž Ž ..primitive powers of a . For m ’ 0 mod 2 resp. m ’ 1 mod 2 we take g
Ž . Ž . Žto be a tuple of type A resp. B with data D g s s , . . . , s ,1 f Žqy1.
.y1, . . . , y1 . Then the tuple of conjugacy classes belonging to
Ž Ž . . Ž .g , . . . , g , y1 g is a V-symmetric or Q-rational as above , irre-1 ry1 r
Ž w x w xducible, and rigid in the sense of 9, Thm. 3.17 , or 5, I.4.2 tuple in
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Ž . Ž . ŽGL q , which generates GL q . Since the normalizer condition seen n
w x.remark to Thm. I.4.8 in 5 in the strong rigidity criterion is fulfilled for
Ž .normed perspectivities, the first claim for the groups GL q follows nown
w xfrom 5, Thm. I.4.8 , and the remark following it.
Ž 2 .In the case of the groups U q , one repeats the above arguments withn
 4s , . . . , s as primitive powers of a primitive element a g C F1 f Žqq1. qq1
FU2 .q
The claim on the GAL realizations follows now immediately from the
above Theorem 4.1.
In the case where the centre splits one gets the realizations of Theorem
Ž . Ž . Ž4.2 for the corresponding simple groups SL q and SU q compare ton n
w x w x .5, Cor. IV.4.9 or 9, Thm. 9.21 for the case of even n :
COROLLARY 4.1. Let q s pl with p odd, q / 3, n s 2m q 1 and
Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž .f q y 1 - m resp. f q q 1 - m . Further assume that n, q y 1 s 1
Ž Ž . .. Ž . Ž Ž 2 ..resp. n, q q 1 s 1 . Then the simple groups SL q resp. SU q ha¤en n
GAL realizations o¤er Q.
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